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QUAL I F I C AT I ON
63% MASTER’S DEGREE
17% BACHELOR’S DEGREE
9% PROFESSIONAL DEGREE
9% DOCTORATE
2% RESEARCH SCHOLARS

650DELEGATES,87 CITIES &23 STATES
Sagacious speakers, qualified delegates and serious discussions differentiate Public Policy Forum.
No Baba ji, no Guru ji, no Designers, no Stars, no High-society or Magicians.
Public Policy is a serious business. PPF invites domain experts only.
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Ajay Shah receives first SKOCH Literature Award for book In Service of the Republic
- Art and Science of Economic Policy co-authoredwithVijay Kelkar. Conferred by
Amitabh Kant, CEO, NITI Aayog (R) and Bibek Debroy, Chairman, PMEAC (L)

Sameer Kochhar, Chairman, SKOCHGroup explaining the imperatives of public policy
and policy literature coming together.Public Policy Forum has become a unique event
where the entire industry and stakeholders came together on one neutral platform

BibekDebroy, Chairman, PMEAC (L), first recipient of SKOCH LITERATUREAWARD
for ProlificWriting dedicated the award to hiswife Suparna (Center) in presence of
UP Singh, Secretary, Dept ofWater Resources, RD&GR,Ministry of Jal Shakti

Delay in payments of MSME sector is
a serious problem and unfortunately,

the major defaulters are the government
departments and the PSUs. In order to
address this, we have recommended that
all the invoices raised by the MSMEs to
the government departments are given to
an information utility, the idea of which
has emanated through IBC and due to
GST, data support is available, all these
invoices are posted to be handled by one
officer from the MSME Ministry.

We have recommended that there is
possibility of a second window because
of the combination of liberated data and
agreement between MSME Seller and
TReDS platform Lenders, for obtaining
cash-flow lending for its invoices. Various
India Stack Open APIs integration into
TReDS Platform will facilitate MSME
on-boarding, invoice verification via
GST, MSME bank transactional cash
flow data, GST data, past loans and credit
history, repayments tied to electronic
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liens on cash inflows and more. GST will
allow through its API, the ability to verify
MSME Invoices on TReDS platform.
It will also support ‘matched invoice’
validation of MSME Seller and Buyer.

The concept of ‘GST Trusted Invoice’
into TReDS, obviates the need for Buyer
in the TReDS lending transaction. The
veracity of the Invoice is ascertained from
GST submissions for Input Tax Credit,
and payments are enforced through a lien
on the Buyer’s bank account, hence this
process just needs the MSME Seller and
Lenders involved in a transaction. The
invoice is required to have a pay-by-date
for this purpose.

In a scenario of an SME receiving the
order from large industry but not able
to deliver for want of credit; for this,
the Committee has recommended the
method of cash-flow based lending and
found that technology can facilitate this.
For this RBI has come up with a policy
on aggregators.

The ability of data to transform the
country has not been either realised

or completely contemplated. We are at a
point, the resources that we are dealing
with, is something never seen before.
Even from the regulatory standpoint, we
are using older formats of policymaking
to deal with this newer entity called new
oil and trying to figure out how this works
and what needs to be done with it. The
current privacy laws are protectionist and
validly so, because the exploitation of
private data is substantial.

We are now the most resourceful
country in the world as far as data is
concerned. We have a natural resource
in this. We need to understand the
importance of data.

This is about, let’s say, opening up
of the MSME sector, there are tons of
enterprises that are not in the formal
economy. The ability data brings to the
system is to change that.

To come to the question of what the

API economy unfolds, there are several
aspects where I see API economy really
blowing up. If I have to come to one
instance in terms of relevance, it would be
in the context of RegTech. Innovation in
India starts to come to the forefront when
we see the obvious conversations on the
cost of compliance to privacy and how we
enable smaller enterprises.

This should not be a deterrent to
having or expecting smaller enterprises also
complying with their privacy obligations.
So, how do we bridge the gap? It is by
providing infrastructure as a country, which
can then be taken forward by private entities
in the form of APIs once we build the core
infrastructure to help the compliance of
these privacy obligations.

A segment of the ecosystem will emerge
in its full strength as to how to enable
compliance andgiven theday and agewe are
in, I would only hope that the compliance is
contemplated and checked first—and API
is inherent to the entire story.

What I have observed over a period
of time is that whether it is the

government, private sector or civil society,
all work in silos. We fall short of aligning
purposes and draw hard lines. If and when
we manage to align all the actors together,
we are able to achieve results. Health sector
in the country has suffered due to multiple
fragmentations—around risk pooling side,
finance, organisation, delivery, IT system
and above all quality side. The hospitals
like AIIMS, MAX or Apollo, represent just
about 2 per cent of our health facilities.
Now imagine building a healthcare system
with this kind of fragmentation and that
too in the 21st century?

For individual households, a majority
of the financing comes out-of-pocket,
estimated at nearly 60 per cent. So, each
household is functioning like an insurance
agency of sorts. The rest is divided
over small players. Look at the central
government, it has ESI, CGHS etc. In
each state, there is a separate player and

none of them have either scale or size to
create efficiencies.

So, in response to this we designed a
scheme called National Health Mission.
We still had a problem and we designed
RSBY for health treatment. Although
these schemes were good enough, but
these did not address the entire ecosystem
and the need of the hour was to address
this in entirety. The report by NITI Aayog
addresses all these issues.

The GoI needs to be strategic about
every sector that it looks at, more so the
health sector. The state governments
should look at the areas thatGoI is working
on and delegate more responsibilities and
functions to the Districts and below. So,
there is need to re-architect the whole
governance paradigm and that requires
much more strategic thinking than what
is visible. This report is about what we
think is strategically possible over the next
decade or so and there are short-term,
medium and long-term objectives.
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